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 problem in practical economics, the determination of the just mean
 between the extreme limits to which labour on the one hand, or brain
 power with capital on the other, would if exercising the full power of
 monopoly push the other party. On this momentous question we may
 expect additional light in our authors' next volume, which will deal
 with the Problems of Trade Unionism.
 F. Y. EDGEWORTH.
 Conciliationt and Arbitrationt iin Labour Disputes: a Histor-ical
 Sketch and Brief Statement of the Present Position of the
 Question at Home and Abroad. By J. STEPHEN JEANS,
 M.R.I., F.S.S. (Crosby Lockwood and Son, 1894.)
 THIS book ' makes no pretensions to being either a full or a connected
 history' ; and, while it sets forth many interesting facts, especially in
 relation to the coal and iron trades, yet its omissions must be deplored
 by the student of economics. The famous system of conciliation in
 force for many years in the hosiery trade at Nottingham is alluded to
 only in the most cursory manner; a short account of its rise and fall
 would have been useful. Concerning the establishment and sub-
 sequent break-down of the arrangements between employers and
 employed under the important Board of Conciliation and Arbitration
 in the Staffordshire Potteries we are left without information; the
 rules of this Board are given in an appendix, but Mr. Jeans does not
 print the ' schedule of trade rules' providing (among other things) for
 the settlement of such questions as what price should be paid for
 a new article or for work done under novel methods. The well-
 devised and successful system of conciliation and arbitration existing
 in the boot and shoe trade might well have been considered to deserve
 notice. Then, again, why are we left wholly without details in respect
 to the numerous district boards of conciliation, such as that formed
 by the London Chamber of Commerce ? In giving an account of
 what has been done in respect to industrial conciliation and arbitra-
 tion outside of the United Kingdom, is it not a mistake to omit all
 mention of our colonies?
 Mr. Jeans possesses so intimate an acquaintance with the facts of
 industry that he is not seldom betrayed into using without explanation
 language unintelligible to the ordinariy reader. Thus, ' good from
 oven,' even if not misprinted (as it is at p. 31) as ' good from over,'
 surely requires a foot-note. Mr. Jeans might well have told us what
 is meant when he speaks of ' off-handed,' and of ' on-cost' men and
 of ' an average IIbench" '; and might have clearly explained ' darg.'
 The statement as to the basis of the sliding scale in the South
 Staffordshire iron trade at p. 83 is not in a form enabling it to be
 generally understood; and there are many quite intelligent persons
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 who will not know, without more of a hint than the author gives
 them, what is the signification of 'demarcation differences' (p. 108).
 The subject of industrial conciliation and arbitration involves the
 consideration of many difficult questions of an economic nature, and
 with these it can scarcely be said that the work under review deals in
 an entirely adequate manner. Take, for example, the statement, which
 Mr. Jeans makes in refutation of the complaint that the regulation of
 wages by a sliding scale tends to promote out-throat competition and
 the consequent undue lowering of wages, that ' it is always the
 interest of the employer to obtain the very best price that the circum-
 stances will allow.' Certainly, it is not always to the interest of a
 body of coal-owners to obtain the very best price per ton that the
 circumstances will allow; for it may suit them better to sell a large
 quantity at a low price rather than a smnaller quantity at a higher price
 per ton. Again, is it not somewhat misleading to assert that according
 to ' the elements of political economy' no amount of resistance can
 keep up either prices or wages in a falling market ' ? But for the subtle
 reasonings of economic science Mr. Jeans has, in fact, but little
 respect; he evidently regards with considerable contempt ' abstract
 political economy, with all its glib and plausible theories,' and has,
 apparently, a special mistrust of our old friend, the law of supply and
 demand. ' The so-called law of supply and demand,' says Mr. Jeans,
 ' does not provide for a steady demand at all times alike'; as who
 should warn us that the ' so-called' law of gravitation cannot be
 relied upon to keep up the weight of the four-penny loaf at all times.
 alike. DAVID F. SCHLOSS.
 Back to the Lanzd. By HAROLD E. MOORE. (Methuen, 1893.)
 THE title of Mr. Moore's book suggests the platform, a programme,
 and votes. The book itself is far away from these disturbing influences,
 and yet it recognises the real and grave troubles which stimulate agi-
 tation. It is the work of a practical agriculturist. But, unlike most
 practical agriculturists, Mr. Moore is not content with demonstrating-
 the impracticability of the schemes of the land reformers. It is
 pleasant as it is rare to find anything written about land with know-
 led:ge of the subject, and. at the same time with a perception that the
 land question involves other matters than'the rise of rates and the fall
 of wheat. The agricultural labourer has a hard, dreary, and hopeless
 life. Will an allotment better his condition ? In the towns there are
 great numbers with no regular employment, badly housed and badly
 fed. Can a useful and profitable life be found for them on the land ?
 Mr. Moore has not very much that is new to say about allotments.
 Where they have succeeded, they have not been larger in area than
 the labourer with his family can cultivate in spare hours; their
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